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PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR ADAPTIVE QUADRATURE 11-
METALGORITHM CORRECTNESS
1. INTRODUCTION. The concept of metalgorithm was introduced in [1] and
applied to the study of algorithms for adaptive quadrature. Then
in [2] the study was extended to consider algorithms for parallel
computers and a general convergence theorem was established. Recall
that a metalgorithm represents a class of algorithms and the conver-
gence result may be paraphrased as follows: "1£ all the algorithms
represented by the metalgorithm s8't:.sfy certain assumptions, then a
certain rate of convergence takes place.: 1 The assumptions made are
fairly simple in nature and the conclusion is a typical mathematical
theorem which indicates the exceptional power of adaptive algorithms.
Our ultimate goal is to establish convergence results for actual
computer programs and this paper represents the second level of
analysis. We introduce a much more specific metalgorithm than in
[2], and show that it is 'contained in the more general metalgorithm.
Thus we may conclude that the convergence resul t is valid for our
more specif~c metalgorithm. The third level of proof is to exhibit
actual programs and prove that they are contained in this more
spec1fic metalgorithm. This is to be done in a subsequent paper.
The nex~'section presents the general structure of the metal-
gorithm, associated technical d~fin1tions and the identification of
certain critical variables. The third section contains a systematic
list of the specific assumptions about the metalgorithm. These
assumptions are called attributes of the programs comprising the
metalgorithm. The next sect~1n then presents a series of lemmas




tions of the general metalgorithm of [2) are satisfied and the final
section contains a convergence theorem applicable to any algorithm
(computer program) represented by this metalgorithm.
The nature and style of these proofs are those of normal mathe-
matics, a style which is quite different from that of the foundations
of mathematic:s or Euclidean Geometry as taught in high school. This
style may be summarized by saying that the author and reader agree
that certain questions are obvious or tlivial to check and others are
not. The trivial questions are ignored ffild the non-trivial ones are
resolved by the author to the satisfaction, of the reader. This
approach sacrifices the iron-clad guarantees sought in the foundations
of mathematics approach, but it has served mathematics well and is
probably the only viable approach to correctness proofs for medium or
large size programs.
There is one component of the metalgorithm presented here which
may be somewhat wtexpected. Recall that adaptive quadrature has been
cast as a mechanism where the intervalS are systematically processed
in a similar and independent fashion. The metalgorithm given here
contains a program NEIGH which modifies the neighbors of an interval
right after it is processed. This program is of questionable value
in quadrature computations and complicates the metalgorithm considerably.
The reason we consider NEIGH is that we interpret this study of
quadrature' as a ~roto'type £01" other adaptive "ftmction processing"
algorithms (e.g. adaptive smooth curve fitting, adaptive finite
element methods for or~,inal.-Y 'clifferential equations). In these other
algorithms it is beh.'Cv~Q ;:m.,:= \00') 1; hud that such neighbor modifi-
3cations are. essential to their effectiveness. Thus this paper shows
that such modification programs can be included and shows how this
is done.
2. THE PARALLEL METALGORITHM.
A. Problem Definition. The problem is to estimate within E
If = r b f(x)dx10
given f(x), a. b, e and a characteristic length CHARF of f(x). The
value obtained by an algorithm based on N evaluations of f(x) is
QNf and thus ~e require
Ilf - llNfl < E
The evaluation of f(x) is used to scale time in the computation and
TNf is the time required to compute QNf meastlred in mits of 1 evalu-
stioD time of f(x). We measure (or estimate) the execution time of
all programs and we assume that their execution times are known rela-
tive to that of evaluating f(x). The function f(x) is not considered
directly in this analysis and it is assumed that a program for evalua-
ting f(x) is made av~ilable to any processor at any time it needs a
value.
B. The Metalgorithrn"~tTUcture. There are many instances where
we should use the phrase "an algorithm represented by the metalgori thmll
but for brevity we often replace this by lithe metalgorithm" or lithe
algorithm". Thus we may. attribute properties to a set (the metal-
gorithm) which only members (an algorithm) may possess. The metal-
gorithm involves two distinguished central processing units or CPUs
called CPUI and CPU2 and an array (CPUR(IPl. for IP = I to NCPUl.
of CPUs which are used to process intervals. The programs associ-
ated with these CPUs are illustrated in the schema of FiVT'''P. 1.
The naming of progr~ ano the description of this metslgorithm
suggest that the interval cOllection is maintained as a queue. This
implication is not a formal assumption and a perusal of the attri-
butes shows that other datQ c;tTllctut'es might be used. Note that
one of the key parts of the proofs in [?oj would be drastically sim-
plified with the assumption that thl;: in°,:erval collection is a queue.
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C. Global and Critical Variables. Communication between
these CPUs is assumed to take place primarily by common access to
certain variables in the algorithm. We identify five distinct
groups of such variables, name the associated memory areas and
certain selected specific variables.
DEFINITION 1: (Global and critical variables). The five








variable~ defining the computer context.
NCPU = number of CPUs less two made
available to the algorithm
variables defining the problem.
A, 8 = interval of integration
EPS = required accuracy in the result
CHARF = characteristic length of f(x)
F.(x) = the integrand ftmction
,~~riables used to control the. cc~utation.





Sets the number of CPUs and initiates them.
Reads problem definition and controls algorithm.
Initializ~s variables of the algorithm.
Controls the interval processing, estimation of
areas and bOlmds and access to the interval
collection .





Obtains ~n interval for the processor from
the interval collection.
Computer ~re~~, bounds and associated
quantities.
MOdifies neighboring intervals on the basis
of AREAS computation. modifies bound estimates
and other quantities.
Obtains access to the unallocated memory
and loc&tes places to insert completed inter-
vals into the collection.
Inserts the completed intervals into the
interval collaction.
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the structure of the metalgorithm for
parallel adaptive qC:td.:.--~':''''':;(c;.
BOUNDA .. CUTTent botmd of the error in
the estimate of If
d. QUEUE: tie collecti?n of intervals plus vari-
ables used to define the structure ~d
status of the collection.
e. PROCESSORS: variables associated with the NCPU pro-
cessors Lhat are used 'by several subpro-
grams of the main program for CPUR(IP).
Variab,tes hare are in arrays indexed by
the associated CPU.
One of the key requi~ements in the proof of the. correctness of
a metalgorithm is to show that the integrity of these global vari-
ables is maintained. For some (such as in OPSYS .and PROBLEM) this
is trivial as they are assigned values once and for all at some
point in the metalgorithm. For others (e.g. AREA, BOUNDA and those
in QUEUE) this is not trivial as their values are frequently modi-
fied and yet their values are critical to the algorithm. Thus a
considerable part of the de$ign of a concrete algorithm is con-
cerned with preserving the integrity of these critical variables
during simUl~aneous or concurrent processing by several CPUs. An
algorithm may also have variables whose values are frequently ~odi­
fied and yet which are not critical to the algorithm. One may
visualize, for example, variables used to aid the efficiency of
the computation rather than re~uired for producing correct results.
D. Program Timing. A schematic diagram of the flow of inter-
vals in this algorithm i~ gi~en tlJ. Various times of processes
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are introduced there and their definition in the current context
is needed. Note that the pa~allel nature of the algorithm implies
that conflicts may arise between different programs attempting to
process the same information. These conflicts are resolved by
having some programs wait and these waiting times must be accounted
for as well as execution times.
DEFINITION 2: (Timing)
- a. The processing time is the sum of the following
times:
1. The time to execute AREAS.. One would
expect this to be nearly constant.
2. The time to execute NEIGH when there is
no delay due to a conflict with another
CPU. This time varies considerably de-
pending on how many neighbors (0, 1 or 2)
are modified.
3. The time to execute MAIN-of CPUR(IP) ex-
cluding the execution time of its subpro-
grams. This is "fixed overhead".
4. the waiting times in NEIGH that may be
required to resolve conflicts between
CPUs in the execution of AREAS, NEIGH
and INSERT.
b. The delivery time is the time of execution of
~. It has two parts: the waiting required
to gain sole access to the interval COllection
7
(head of the queue) and the time required to
assign an interval once access is. achieved.
c. The return time is the time of executj on of
QPUT. Like the delivery time, it consists of
a waiting to gain sale access to the unalloca-
ted memory (tail of the queue) plus a time
required to assign places for the return of
intervals.
d. The insertion time is the time of execution
of INSERT. It consists of two parts; first
is the time to execute INSERT when there is
no delay due to a conflict with another CPU.
This time varies considerably depending on
how many (0, l·or 2) intervals are inserted.
Second is the waiting time in INSERT that may
be required to resolve conflicts between CPUs
in the execution of AREAS. NEIGH and INSERT.
8
e. The cycle time T
t
is the time required to select
an interval from the collection, process it and
insert the resulting intervals, if any, back
into the collection. It is the sum of the
preceding four times.
3. 'mE PROGRAM AITRIBtITES. This section contains all t.he specific
attributes assumed for the programs in this metalgorithm.
A. Attributes of MAIN - CPUI.
1. Assigns th~ value of NCPU.
2. Enables the other CPUs.
3. Initializes all control variables to be false and
·all numerical variables to be zero.
8. Attributes of MAIN - CPU2.
1. Obtains the variables that define the problem.
2. Initially invokes BEGINQ.
3. Monitors BOUNDA. and terminates the algorithm
(with output) when ~OUNDA < EPS, when there is a
memory overflow or \'ihen theTe are no more active
intervalS.
G. Attributes of BEGIN~.
1. Places the interval [A,S] into the interval
col~ectionJ computes all associated values and
initializes the collection properly.
2. Initializes variables for control of access to the
interval collection.
3. Its final statement enables the other CPUs to
proceed by designating the interval [A, B] as ·'free ll •
D. Attributes of MAIN - CPUR(IP). Once this CPU is activa-






Return to the top of this list
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E. Attributes of AREAS.
1. Computes changes in AREA and BOUNDA. The l'esul ting
values of AREA and BOUNDA satisfy certain require-
ments (e.g. Assumptions 1 of [2]) provided F(x)
satisfies certain requirements (e.g. Assumptions
2 of [2]).
2. Uses a proportional error distribution for BOUNDA
and implements the restrlction that the interval
length be less than (.HARF before BOiJNDA is allowed
to be less than EPS.
3. Determines how many~ if any, intervals Bre to be
discarded and identifies them.
4. . Computes the variety of information about the two
intervals that are obtained. This information,
along with the other information generated, is
temporarily placed in the memory PROCESSORS and
associated with this cpu.
s. There are no unbounded computations in AREAS and
its maximum execution time is bOlDlded by a constant.
It is the only program of CPUR(IP) that evaluates
P(x) and it does this at most q times.
F. Attributes .of NEIGH.
1. COmputes a change in the value of BOUNDA by consider-
ing the new information generated by AREAS and its
implications for the neighboring intervals (immedi-
ately to the left and right) of the interval being
10
processed. The resulting value of BOUNDA satisfies
certain requirements (e.g. Assumption 2) provided
f(x) satisfies certain requirements (e.g. JlO::;~'lmp-
tion 1). Updates various information for these
neighboring intervals that is affected by the
values generated by AREAS.
2. The possible r.onflict of simultaneous execution by
two CPUs of NEIGH for the same interval is avoided.
No interlock occurs and the maxirnwn delay is no
more than the time required to execute NEIGH'and
INSERT twice without any waiting.
3. The possible conflict of simultaneous execution of
NEIGH and INSERT for the same interval is avoided.
No interlock occurs and the maximum delay is no
more than the. time required to execute NEIGH and
INSERTS twice without any waiting.
4. Has no effect, even tn the event of simultaneous
execution, on the validity of the values, bounds
or estimates produced by AREAS.
S. Has no effect,on any information about the status
of intervals in the algorithm.
6. There are no unbounded computations in NEIGH and
the maximum execution time (excluding waiting to
avoid conflict·s) is b01.D1ded by a constant.
G. Attributes of INSERT.
1. Once pla~es have been assigned in QUEUE by QPUT,
11
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it places all the relevant information about the
new intervals into these places in QUEUE.
2. The possible conflict of simultaneous exe~D~ion of
INSERT and NEIGH for the same interval is avoided.
No interlock occurs and the maximum delay is no
more than the time required to execute NEIGH and
INspnT t~ice ~ithout any delay.
3. Prevents an interval froM being assigned to
another CPU i)efore its insertion into the collec-
tion is complete.
4. There are no unbounded computations in INSERT and
the maximum execution time (excluding delays to
avoid conflicts) is bounded by a constant.
H. Attributes of QGET.
1. This program gains sale access to an interval in
the collection that is free to be assigned to a
CPU. If the interval to be assigned is not free.
then QGET waits in an idle loop.
2. Once access is gained to an interval, it is assigned
to CPUR(IP) and so identified, and not assigned again.
A new interval is designated as next to be assigned.
3. At most NCPU-l CPUs gain access to the interval
collection between the time a particular one tries
for and the time it achieves access to the
interval collection.
4; There is n~ conflict between QGET and QPUT.
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S. Does not affect information about the interval itself,
only about the interval's status in the algorithm.
6. No interlock occurs when more than one CPU is executing
QGET and, in such a case, one of them gains access to
the interval collection within a fixed time.
r. Attributes of QPlIT.
1. This program gains sole access to the unallocated or
available memory in QUEUE. It waits in an idle loop
until this access is achiaved.
2. Obtains places in the available memory of QUEUE for the
new intervals to be returned and assigns these places
to the interval collection. It updates the information
about the available memory in QUEUE.
3.· At most NCPU-l CPU. gain access to the aVBilBble memory
between the time a partiCUlar one first tries and the
time it achieves access to the availahle memory.
4. While it has access to the available memory it updates
the values of AREA and BOUNOA. Thus access to the
available memory is .required and made even if both new
intervals are discarded.
S. If the interval collection is empty when this CPU is
'obtaining places for the return of intervals to the
collectiml, then QPlff designates one of the returned
intervals as the next one to be assigned.
6. There is no confl ict between QGET and QPlIT.
7. Does not af:r:'ecc ir.f..JrJnation about the interval itself,
•
only about the intervals' status in the algorithm.
8. No interlock occurs when more than one CPU is
executing QPUT and, in such a case, one of ~h~~
gains access to the available memory Within a
fixed time.
4. ASSUMPTIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS.
A. Previous Resu1ts ~~ ohjective is to show that the
attributes li~ted in Section 3 imply thflt the assumptions of the
convergence results in [2] are satisfied. We list here those
assumptions and the main re~ult in a slightly rephrased form to
reflect the present context.
ASSUMPTION I. (Integrand) f(x) has singularities
s = {s.1 i::: 1,2, "OJ R; R < co}
1
Let w(x) = R
--- n (x-s.) then
i=l ~-
(i) xoEES implies that f(P)ex) is continuous in a neigh-
borhood of x ,
o
(ii) there are constants K and a > a so that
ASSUMPTION 2. (Error estimates) There are constants
p, K and a (the 5~~e as in Assumption 1) so that when
2-k < CHARF we have
(i) If [x. X+2- l y1S is empty then the bound ERROR(x.kl
computed by AREAS satisfies




x+~ .i (i:' .~: ~~, !12.~ _.~!P.~y_ :r:.hen
.. ko.rW{OJ~r)l" .k) .-: l<. 2
There is an essential change in this assumption from that of
[2], na~ly the inclusion of the condition that the interval
length 2-k be less than CHARF. This change is what allows. us to
change the convergence result from the mathematical sense to the
algorithmic sense as discussed in [1, Section 9]. This is logically
equivalent to assuming that the constant K is known a priori.
The following combines Assumptions 3 and 4 from [2].
ASSUMPTION 3. (Timing) AREA~; evaluates F(x) at most
q times and there are COlistan1:S Co and (1 so that:
(i) The processi~g time is bounded by CO'
(ii) The return, delivery and insertion times are
bounded by Co + CI*NCPU.
The following assumptions were made in [2] but not explicitly
numbered.
ASSUMPTION 4. (Miscellaneous from lnl·
(i) AREAS divid~;, intervals into two equal parts.
(ii) A proportior,21 error distribution is used (See L!l
for terminology).
(iii) No interlocks occur a~d the integrity of the interval
collection ;~ maintained.
(iv) The algorit~m is a parallel 2-box algorithm.
The result establish6d ~~ [2] js:
TIfEOREM 1. Let a parallal 2-box algorithm satisfy Assump-
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tions Ji .. ;.2" ~ and 4.
Ilf
and for \rN > NCPU there is a constant K1 so that
Tf<K :C~N - I
We now establish a sequence of lemmas and theorems \-;U _:, lead
to the main result of this paper, namely that the above theorem
applies to any algorithm contained in the parallel metalgorithm
defined in Sections 2 and 3. Note tJ'lat we use the words "the
algorithm" in this develop);'. :<.L .i.:l~Le1.·cha;,geably with the phrase
"an algorithm represented bl the metalgorithm".
B. On the Initilization, lntegrity and Termination of the
Algorithm.
LEMMA 1. The algorithm is initialized properly with the
interval ~ in the interval collection.
Proof. Attribute. I and 2 of the program MAIN of CPUI imply
that the operating system assigns a value to NCPU and enables all
the other CPU.. The program MAIN of CPUR(Kl. K = I to NCPU immed-
lately invokes QGET. By Attribute 1 of QGET it tests to see if
the interval to be assigned is free and it is not by Attribute 3
of the program MAIN of CPU]. Thus QGET for each of these CPUs
enters an idle loop until 3n interval in the collection is set free.
CPU2 reads the problem information (Attribute I of the program
MAIN of CPU2) and then invokes BEGINQ. Attributes I and 2 of
BEGINQ state that [a,bl is placed in the interval collection. all
associated values are computed and the interval collection is
properly initialized. Th~ ~inal act (see Attribute 3) of BEOINQ
is to set the interval [a..~rl free and at this point the algorithm
is initialized correct.1j' roi.d l'-:-ead}' t.o proceed.
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that two (PUs atte~t to simultaneousIt
execute NEIGH and INSERT-for the same interval. Then no interlock
occurs and the integrity'of the-interval collection is prese~ed.
Further, the maximum delay due to such a conflict for anyone CPU
is no more than twice its maximum execution time with no such
conflicts.
Proof. Attributes 2 and 3 of NEIGH and Attribute 2 of
INSERT state that no conflict occurs an(~ that no interlock occurs
in avoiding the possible conflict. "{'hm; the integrity of the
interval involved (and of the interval collection) is preserved.
These attributes also state that the maximum delay is as specified
in the conclusion of the lemma.
LEMMA 3. The integrity of the critical values AREA and
80UNDA is preserved.
Proof. It follows from Attributes 1 and 4 of AREAS that
changes in these values are computed in AREAS and placed in memory
associated with the CPU executing AREAS. Changes in the value of
BOUNDA are-also computed in NEIGH. It ~s clear that no conflict
can occur between these two programs for the same CPU as they
cannot execute simultaneously. Attribute 4 of NEIGH states that
the simultaneous execution of AREAS on one CPU and NEIGH on another
for the same interval has no effect on the validity of the results
computed by AREAS. But AREAS only modifies information in memory
associated with the CPU executing AREAS, so it can have no effect
on the values computed by NEIGH, in particular on the change in
BOUNDA. Thus the changes ~n p.KEA anrJ 110UNDA are" protected from
17
concurrent modification.
Note that this reasoning does not imply that simultaneous
execution leads to l.D\ambiguous results. One may visualize the
situation as follows: If NEIGH modifies an interval just before
the execution of AREAS for this interval then the values of the
changes in AREA and BOUNDA are more accurate than if NEIGH had
not executed. If only part of the modification by NEIGH is
effected during the execlltJ.on of AREAS then an intermediate level
of accuracy is obtained.
Attribute 4 of QPUT implies that the changes in AREA and BOUNDA
computed by other programs are actually used only when QPUT has
sale access to the available memory of the interval collection.
Thus there can be no simultaneous modification of these two
variables and their integrity ls preserved. This concludes the
proof.
The previous lemma assures the integrity of two critical
variables (AREA and BOUNDA) and the next one assures us of the
integrity of the other critical information in the algorithm. the
interval collection. The interval cOllection is affected by a
number of the _programs and this lemma involves the most complex
set of possible conflicts due to the parallel nature of the
algorithm.
LEMMA 4~ The integrity of the interval collection is
preserved.
Proof. The program for CPUl does not involve the interval
collection and CPU2 only ~nitJaljles it by invoking BEGINQ. Thus
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we need only consider the programs ex~tuting on CPUR(K) which may
affect the interval collection and there are 2S possible conflicts.
These 2S possibilities are displayed below and the entries in the
table refer to the relevant discussion' in this proof.
QGET AREAS NBIGH QPUT INSERT
~_._._--
QGET A A* B A B*
ARBAS B* ,.,- D B* c*
NEIGH E D L2 B L2
QPUT A S* B A B*
INSBRT B* ~* L2 B* c*
Twelve of the possibilities are marked by an asterisk '. and
we show that no conflict arises here because simultaneous execution
for one interval cannot occur. in these cases.
By Leu:ma 2, the three possibilities marked !lL2" do not cause
any confl iet.
The four possibilities marked "All do not cause any conflict
by the design of the progr3r.; QPUT and QGET. This follows directly
from Attributes 1, 4 and 6 of"QUET and sttrlbutes 1, ,6 and 8 of
QPUT.
The twelve possibilities marked "Btl and "ell require the
following:
Assertion; QGET j.c~!:. _'!~!__ ~.~~igr._;n interval to more than
one CPU and QPlIT does not fis.s_i..B!!.... a place in memory to more than
one interval. If the inte'r"\?.~pcollection is not empty then there
is always an interv.!!. d~~!1:n~:._t~~._!1~.._~~~._ne.!~ to be assigned.
Attribute 2 of QGrT l!1tf,l.!es that n.n interval cannot be
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assigned to more than one CPU. Likewise, Attribute 2 of QPUT
states that the information ~bout the available memory in QUEUE
is updated after each assignment of places for returned intervals.
This establishes the first statement of the assertion. For the
second statement~ assume now that the interval collection is not
empty. When a program QGET gains access to the collection, it
follows from Attribute 2 of nGPT that another interval is desig-
nated as next to be assigned. Wher a p~ogram QPUT gains access
to the available memory) it follows from Attribute 2 of QPUT
that the places obtained are attached to the interval collection
and, after INSERT executes. t.he returned intervals appear in
collection (see Attribute 1 of INSERT). If the interval collection
becomes empty and then intervals are returned to it) it follows
from Attribute 5 of QPUT that one of the returned intervals is
designated as available for assignment. This establishes the
second statement and the assertion.
Thus four of the poss~ble conflicts marked "B" cannot occur
because QGET- cannot access an interval already assigned to a CPU
(and hence possibly having AREAS or INSERT executing). It folloWS
from Attribute 3 of INSERT that an im:erval returned to the
collection cannot be assigned until INSERT has finished. The other
four cannot occur because QPUT cannot process an interval other
than the one assigned to the CPU executing QPUT and this precludes
the execution_ of AREAS or INSERT for this interval.
The four possibilities tuarked "e" cannot occur because the
programs AREAS and INSE~T ':'"1.~ -e:t.::.,O!11 c fo'l' an interval only on
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the unique CPU to which that interval is assigned. Further, the
execution of AREAS and INSERT do not overlap for anyone CPU.
The cases marked "8" and "e ll thus never give rise to a pO~'iiible
conflict because no simultaneous execution occurs in these cases
for any particUlar interval.
No conflict occurs for the two cases marked 11011 by the
reasoning used in the p~oof nf Lemma 3 based on Attributes 1 and 4
of AREAS and Attribute 4 of NEIGH.
The cases marked "e" concem the execution of NeIGH simul-
taneously with that of QGET or QPUT for an interval. Attribute 5
of NEIGH implies that NEIGH does not affect the status of intervals
in the algorithm and hence no conflict arises from NEIGH for QGET
or QPUT. Similarly, Attribute 5 of QGET and Attribute 7 of QPUT
imply that these programs do not affect information about the
interval itself (the information modified by NEIGH) and thus no
<:onfli<:t arises in these <:ases.
This con<:ludes the sY5temati~ examination of all the possible
interactions and <:onfli<:t arising from the simultaneous execution
of different programs for a particular interval. In each case
simultaneous execution cannot occur or it does not affect the
validity of the results obtained. This concludes the proof.
The results of these four lemmas may be gathered together in
the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. The algorithm'is properly initiated and the
integrity of the critic~.~~'~~~s and information is preserved
during its execution.
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Proof. This follows directly from LeIllDB.S I, 2. 3 and 4 and
the assertion established in the proof of I..emma 4.
LEMMA S. The discard .procedure is effective and the a1porithm
terminates.
Proof. It follows from Attribute 3 of AREAS that intervalS
to be discarded are identified and from Attribute 2 of QPUT that
no place is obtained in the intp-TVsl COllection for them. Thus
the discard is effective.
It follows from the proof of the convergence results in [1]
and [2] that the total number of active intervals is bounded. It
is a consequence of Lemma 4 that the interval collection is matn-
tained correctly for those intervals not discarded. The nmnber of
intervals in the collection might exceed the space allocated to
the algorithm, otherwise the computation stops when there are no
more active intervals or the condition BOUNDA < EPS is satisfied
(see Attribute 3 of the program MAIN of CPU2). Later hypotheses
will rule out the possibility that the set of active intervals
becomes empty before BOUNDA < EPS.
COROLLARY. The algorithm is a 2-box algorithm.
THEOREM 3. This metalgorithm consists of 2-box, parallel
al gorithms.
;
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 that an algorithm represented
by this metalgorithm is properly initiali~ed and unambiguous (i.e.
the integrity of the variables 1s preserved). Lemma 5 implies that
the algorithm terminates and its corollary states that the algorithm




C. Timing Aspects of the Algorithm. We now establish four
lemmas concerning the timing of algorithm. These lelDllas involve
certain constants which are all denoted by the symbols Co or Cl ,
It is clear thai we may asSWDe that Co and C1 are the same for all
the lemmas and for later use.
LEMMA 6. There is a constant Co "independent of NCPU and the
problem so that the processing timE: is less than CO'
Proof. Recall from D~.fillition 2 that the processing time
consists of the sum of four times. Attribute 5 of AREAS implies
that the first of these is bOlQlded by a constant and Attribute 6
of NEIGH implies the same for the second. The third is overhead
for MAIN of CPUR(K) which is clearly fixed. Lenuna 2 states that
the fourth time is no more than twice the second time and this
concludes the proof.
LJUItfA 7. There are constants CQ and Cl 50 that the delivery
time is less than CQ + Cl·~CPU.
Proof. Let t l be the time for QGET to assign an interval once
sale access to the interval collection is attained and let t 2 be
the time for Qne attempt to gain soie access. If some CPU is
i executing QGET at time to then one CPU (perhaps 8. different one)
will, according to Attribute 6 of QGET, have completed QGET at
time to + t 1 + t 2• Note that t 2 includes the possibility of.wait-
ing in an idle loop bec~usp. the interval to be assigned is not
free. This occurs at the'heginning of" execution (before BEGINQ
terminates) or when INSERT h~5 designated an interval ~ot free.
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By Lemma 2, the execution time of INSERT is bounded and hence so
is this waiting time. For most data structures this waiting occurs
infrequently, only when the interval collection is nearly empty.
It then follows from Attribute 3 of QGET that the maximum delay in
QGET for any CPU is (NCPU-l)*(t1+tZ) and hence the delivery is
bounded by NCPU+(t j +t2).
LEMMA 8. There are constants Co and Cl so that the return
-.- -'- - -- ---_._- -.-----
time is less than Co + ClwN~PU.
Proof. The proof is e",(ac:rly paraLel to that of Lemma 7
except that QPUT replaces OGET and Attr1butes 3 and 8 are used.
LEMMA 9. There is a constant Co so that the insertion
time is less than CO,
Proof. Recall that the insertion time consists of two parts
and note that Lemma 2 states that the second is at most twice the
first. Attribute 4 of INSERT implies that the first part is
bounded by a constant and this establis~es the lemma.
mEOREM 4. The algor~~~~m~tis.~!.~~_Ass.umption 3 concerning
timing.
Proof. This follows directly from the preceding four
lemmas and Attribute 5 of AREAS.
S. 1HE METALGORI1HM CORREC'mE$~ THEOREM: The preliminary resul ts of
the preceding section essentially establish the correctness of
the algorithm as concerns control~ data structures. conflicts re-
suIting from concurrent execution of programs and related items.
That is~ Assumptions 3 and ~. hJ!v.: )-lpen ~hown. to be satisfied. The
metalgorithm structlJ'fe ,:a~!': :I;~;' .. HUe about the detailed numerical
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behavior relevant to Assumptions 1 and 2. The main result of
this paper is
THEOREM S. Suppose that '{(x) satisfies Assumption l. ~he
computer memory is unboUnded and the "computer arithmetic is exact;
then when an algorithm iSJ!!en {(xL A~ B~ OlARF and EPS > 0





If VN < NCPU then
-1
N = O(EPS p)
Ilf - Vi ~ o(~p)
the total computation time TNf satisfies
N"·(,·~o .~. ~Cl*NCPU)
NCP~
Proof. We. of course, intend to apply Theorem 1 established
in [2]. We have already n';.-i:~·j "I'h'tt tilt: algorithm satisfies
Assumptions 3 and 4 of that theorem by Theorems 2, 3 and 4. The
only references in the m0~~i~0rithm to the other assumptions occur
in Attributes 1 and 2 of AREAS and Attribute 1 of NeIGH. Both of
these at~ributes imply thur ~f f(x) satisfies Assumption I then
the BOUNDA value comput~d s.1'ti..;fi:~s Assarr.ption 2. Thus we con-
elude that the algoridm ·Hc:lsfies ,the hypothesis of the Theorem 1.
The conclusions of ~h5~ th~orem are somewhat stronger and
we now show that tha algor~ !'h-;: 'l".t;r.minates with IIf - QNfl ::. EPS.
Recall from [1] that :rr.~.';l ~:1 :;1' ..,] error distribution implies that
BOUNDA is the .sum. of the error bOlDlds for all the intervalS,
both active and discarded, weighted by the reciprocals of the
lengths of the intervals. Let xi denote the left end points of
these intervals and A. the associated area estimate. Then we
1









jIf - nfl • 2: (x. 1- .,.) H.lIOR(x. ,k.)
'N i-I ~+]. ~. 1
In the proof of Lemma 5 it ~as pointed out that the algorithm may
terminate due to anyone of three conditions. The possibility of
memory overflow is excluded ily the assWIIPtion that the memory is
tmbolD\ded. Note that if there are no active intervals, then
ERROR(xi,ki) < EPS
for every intensl that has t>een discarded and thus we have
IIf - ~fl ~
M
EPS }; (x. 1- x,,) • EPS
. 1 1+
l'
Note that the quantity CHARY has played a hidden, but essential,
role in this argument. The theorem would still be true, but it
would then be impossible to obtain ,actual algorithms that satis-
fied Assumption 2 for all the f(x) admitted by Assumption 1. Thus
we would have had a true but vacuous theorem.
We have now established the first conclusion of the theorem
and that Theorem 1 app~ies here. The remaining conclusions then
follow directly 'from l1u~o:r.,~.l'1 1 and the fact that T
c
~ 4CO + 2CI ""NCPU
as seen from Lemmas 6, 7, ~ :,nd 9. This concludes the proof.
It is proved in [l] ~h~t the use of the fixed instead of pro-
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portions! error distribution considerably enlarges the domain of
fUnctions fOT which the aliD~ithm is effec~i~e. In fact. it is then
effective for almost all integrands which are integrable. 'rt is
mentioned in [2] that the analysis can be carried through for parallel
algorithms and a fixed error distribution. The difficulty with a
fixed error distribution is that one cannot actually discard any of
the intervals placed in the dis~ard box. Thus a real algorithm
using this method must be prepared to r~define some of the discarded
intervals as active or have a data structure where the distinction
between active and discarded is relevant only for proofs. The
ordered list and boxes data structures discussed in [1] do this in
a natural way. We now indicate precisely what modifications of
the present metalgorithm must be made in order to carry through
proofs similar to those of this paper and we state the resulting
theorem (but without actually presenting the proof).
ASS'tJMHum 5. The metalgorithm and previous assumptions
are modified as follows:
(1) In Assumption 1 (ii) the condition a>O is replaced
by a>-l.
(ii) The words "proportional error distribution" are
replaced by_i'flxed error distribution ll in Assumption
4 (iii) and Attribute 2 of AREAS.
(iii) Attribute 3 of· MAIN ,of CPU2 is!modified to eliminate
te!!ination when there ate ,no more active intervals.
It'is assumed instead that a mechanism exists which
establishes a new, smaller tolerance to replace EPS
in the determination of intervals to be discarded.
(tv) Attribute 2 of QPUT is modified so that places are
obtained in memory for all new intervalS, whether
discarded or not, and these pl.~e~ ate provided to
INSERT.
THEOREM 6. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 5 be modified by
Assumption S. Then the conclusions of Theorem 5 are valid for
the resulting metalgorithm.
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